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Allen–Cahn equationA new nonlocal, gradient based damage model is proposed for isotropic elastic damage using the phase
ﬁeld method in order to show the evolution of damage in brittle materials. The general framework of the
phase ﬁeld model (PFM) is discussed and the order parameter is related to the damage variable in con-
tinuum damage mechanics (CDM). The time dependent Ginzburg–Landau equation which is also termed
the Allen–Cahn equation is used to describe the damage evolution process. Speciﬁc length scale which
addresses the interface region in which the process of changing undamaged solid to fully damaged mate-
rial (microcracks) occurs is deﬁned in order to capture the effect of the damaged localization zone. A new
implicit damage variable is proposed through the phase ﬁeld theory. Details of the different aspects and
regularization capabilities are illustrated by means of numerical examples and the validity and usefulness
of the phase ﬁeld modeling approach is demonstrated.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The phase ﬁeld method (PFM) is a powerful theoretical and
computational approach that is used in many research areas to
predict the microstructure evolution that consists of two or more
different phases and the continuous transformation between the
different phases. Microstructure evolution, diffusion and solidiﬁca-
tion in solid materials are important phase transformations in
which the phase ﬁeld method has been used to simulate transfor-
mation with respect to time. On the other hand, damage mechanics
which is based on the evolution of micro cracks and micro voids is
used for developing better constitutive and computational models
to accurately predict the material behavior. Damage mechanics has
been widely used in the last three decades. Bridging the phase ﬁeld
modeling technique to conventional continuum damage mechanic
theory is the motivation of the present work. This work includes a
simple deﬁnition of the order parameter to simulate damage pro-
cesses using phase ﬁeld modeling in order to implement this type
of simulation. Numerous attempts have been made to develop
computational models to describe damage process by using the ﬁ-
nite element without considering the phase transformation ap-
proach (Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2003; Voyiadjis, 1988;
Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1990, 2006). In parallel, it is shown that
the phase ﬁeld method is a powerful technique in tracking themicrostructure and morphological evolution in phase
transformations.
Phase ﬁeld models have several applications in various research
areas including microstructural evolution (Guo et al., 2005; Hu
et al., 2007), solidiﬁcation (Boettinger et al., 2002; Cha et al.,
2001; Gránásy et al., 2004; Karma, 2001; Ohno and Matsuura,
2010), inhomogeneous elasticity (Boussinot et al., 2010; Hu and
Chen, 2001; Sankarasubramanian, 2011; Wang et al., 2002; Zhu
et al., 2001), stress-induced phase transformation (Levitas and Oz-
soy, 2009a,b; Levitas and Preston, 2002), crack propagation and
fracture models (Aranson et al., 2000; Karma et al., 2001; Miehe
et al., 2010a,b; Spatschek et al., 2007, 2006), theory of dislocations
and dislocation dynamics (Koslowski et al., 2002; Rodney et al.,
2003; Wang et al., 2001), and grain growth simulation (Fan and
Chen, 1997; Uehara et al., 2007). Phase ﬁeld models maybe used
in conjunction with elasticity or a combination of elasticity and dif-
fusion (Onuki, 1989) and enhancement of this method with nonlin-
ear mechanical behavior is discussed in a number of references
(Gaubert et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2008; Yamanaka et al., 2008; Zhou
et al., 2008). Multiphase phenomena can also be simulated with
this approach (Moelans, 2011; Ofori-Opoku and Provatas, 2010;
Steinbach and Apel, 2006; Steinbach et al., 1996). The objective
of the present work is to set a general thermodynamic consistent
framework that combines standard phase ﬁeld approach with con-
ventional damage mechanics theory. The advantages of using this
theory is the relative simplicity of implementation in the standard
ﬁnite element procedure, governing an estimate of the thickness of
the damaged part and also predicting damage rate of a material.
The main assumption in the following formulation is that the local
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ment) can be represented by the classical damage theories. The
RVE is large enough to consider both phases as well as averaging
them in the RVE without being a set of atoms or molecules. The lat-
ter is the case in the volume element of phase ﬁeld models and in
such a case; continuum micromechanics average relationships are
not valid. Discrete-continuum homogenization schemes exist in
some phase ﬁeld models (Rodney et al., 2003) and it has some lim-
itation in terms of physical interpretation. Therefore, no speciﬁc
arrangement of phases will be considered inside the RVE and the
formulation is based on the general type of damage variable which
will be used as order parameter for damage growth.
The outline of this article is as follows; the phase ﬁeld theory is
initially presented in one dimension following the work of Boettin-
ger et al. (2002). This provides a succinct and sound physical under-
standing of the phase ﬁeld theory basis for this work. The concept of
isotropic damage is then presented. Following that, the one dimen-
sional case of the free energy is considered for the different phases
in damaged material including the evolution of damage through
the phase ﬁeld theory which is nonlocal in nature. This is the reason
why the normality relation is not used to obtain the damage evolu-
tion as thatwill alleviate the use of the phaseﬁeld theory for damage
and reduce the formulation to local damage. Subsequently, theprop-
erties of gradient damage models through the variational formula-
tion are demonstrated. The terms in the phase ﬁeld formulation
are then compared with the corresponding terms in the variational
formulation. This part is a prelude to building the concept and rigor-
ousness in developing this phase ﬁeld theory for damage. Next, the
scalar phase ﬁeld based damage variable is introducedwith a gener-
alized state of stress in Elastic behavior assuming that damage is
maintained as isotropic in nature. When the damage is isotropic in
behavior it evolves simultaneously at the same rate in all the three
mutually perpendicular directions and it is represented by a scalar
variable but it can affect any component of the stress or strain ten-
sors. Therefore, the generalization of the phase ﬁeld based isotropic
damage theory is thenextended to3D. Finally, this formulation is ap-
plied to a one dimensional problem of this new phase ﬁeld based
damage model with its numerical implementation. For the sake of
simplicity, small deformation theory is assumed in thepresentwork.
Therefore, higher order terms in the displacement ﬁeld are ne-
glected. In this paper, any variable with an over bar indicates the
effective state (undamaged material) and without the bar indicates
the real damaged state.2. General framework of phase ﬁeld models
2.1. Order parameter
Physical change in materials from one state to another state is
termed a phase transition. As an example, when the internal tem-
perature of water increases by heating, it changes from solid state
(ice) to liquid state and continuing this heat increase will lead to
gas state (vapor). In a standard phase ﬁeld model, order parameter
or ‘‘phase ﬁeld’’ is used to deﬁne different phases which can be
present in the system. Finding a macroscopic physical interpreta-
tion for order parameters is arbitrary. In a system with two differ-
ent phases, it is usual to deﬁne an order parameter equal to zero for
one phase and equal to one for another phase including a smooth
function which shows the variation of the order parameter in dif-
ferent phases. In this method, free energy is a function of the order
parameter and other thermodynamic variables such as tempera-
ture or concentration. In common formulations of a system con-
taining two separate phases one phase is ordered phase and the
other one is disordered phase (Elder, 2010). Generally, the phase
with lower number of geometric symmetries is an ordered phasein which the order parameter is equal to any arbitrary value except
zero. The other phase with higher number of geometric symme-
tries is called disordered phase. Therefore, in transition between
solid and liquid, solid phase can be considered as an ordered phase
and liquid phase can be described as a disordered phase. There are
two types of order parameters, ‘‘ﬁeld variables’’, including con-
served and nonconserved order parameters (Chen, 2002; Moelans
et al., 2008). Satisfying local conservation condition is necessary
for conserved variables. In recent formulations conserved order
parameters are shown by / or c and nonconserved order parame-
ters are shown by g. In general, second order transition is the tran-
sition in which order parameter vanishes continuously from
ordered to disordered phases at the boundary and ﬁrst order tran-
sition is the transition in which order parameter changes discon-
tinuously in transition (Elder, 2010).
2.2. Framework of phase ﬁeld method
During the recent 20 years, the phase ﬁeld model approach is
used tomodel various types ofmicrostructure evolution as a power-
fulmethodwhich is basedon thediffuse-interfacedescription (Cahn
andHilliard, 1958). In general, there are two types of applications for
the phase ﬁeld models (Chen, 2002). In the ﬁrst type, ﬁeld variables
or phase ﬁelds are introduced in order to avoid tracking of the inter-
faces duringmicrostructural evolution and the thermodynamic and
kinetic coefﬁcients in a phase ﬁeldmodel are chosen tomatch corre-
sponding parameters in the conventional sharp interface equations.
In the second type, physical orderparameters aredeﬁned to incorpo-
rate ﬁeld variables for transformation. In this type of modeling
which has been used for many solid state transformations, it is as-
sumed thatmicrostructure evolution during the process is governed
by the phase ﬁeld equations including Allen–Cahn (Allen and Cahn,
1979; Cahn andAllen, 1977; Cahn andHilliard, 1958) and Cahn–Hil-
liard (Cahn and Hilliard, 1958; Gurtin, 1996) equations. In addition,
all thermodynamic and kinetic coefﬁcients can be related to the
microstructure parameters. In this case, the free energy function is
expressed as a polynomial of order parameters using the conven-
tional Landau type of expansion (Elder, 2010) which is described la-
ter. Theﬁrst approach isused in thepresentwork.Basedonthephase
ﬁeld method which is constructed based on the Ginzburg–Landau
Theory (Landau and Lifshitz, 1988; Nauman and Balsara, 1989;
Sethna, 2006), the general thermodynamic and kinetic principles
are used to derive evolution equations of the phase ﬁeld variables.
In order to derive the constitutive equations, the free energy func-
tional F for an isothermal process which must decrease during the
microstructureevolutioncanbedeﬁnedasa functional ofphaseﬁeld
variables and their gradients as follows (Boettinger et al., 2002):
F ¼
Z
V
wðc;g; TÞ þ 
2
c
2
jrcj2 þ 
2
g
2
jrgj2
" #
dV ð1Þ
where w(c,g,T) is the free energy density, c is the concentration, T is
the temperature, g is the order parameter, and c and g are gradi-
ent coefﬁcients. Determination of these coefﬁcients can give an
accurate description of interface properties such as the interface en-
ergy and anisotropy of interface energy. In equilibrium conditions,
the variational derivatives of the free energy functional F with con-
servative concentration ﬁeld c and non-conservative ﬁeld g must
satisfy the following equations if the gradient energy coefﬁcients
are constant:
dF
dg
¼ @w
@g
 2gðr2gÞ ¼ 0 ð2Þ
dF
dc
¼ @w
@c
 2c ðr2cÞ ¼ constant ð3Þ
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process this is not the case) in order to ensure the last equation
to be a constant. During the process and for time-dependent situa-
tions, Ginzburg–Landau equations can guarantee decrease in total
free energy and increase in entropy with respect to time and are gi-
ven by:
@g
@t
¼ Mg @w
@g
 2gðr2gÞ
 
ð4Þ
@c
@t
¼ r: Mccð1 cÞr @w
@c
 2c ðr2cÞ
  
ð5Þ
Mg and Mc are positive mobility constants which are related to the
kinetic coefﬁcients and can be obtained through experiments and
characterized based on the mechanism of transformation or com-
paring results of the new model to the previous proposed models.
Eq. (4) is termed the Allen–Cahn equation which is the time-depen-
dent form of Ginzburg–Landau equation and Eq. (5) is the Cahn–Hil-
liard equation. Allen–Cahn equation shows that the order
parameter evolution with respect to time is proportional to the
change of the free energy functional with respect to the order
parameter. Cahn–Hilliard equation cannot be used in the following
development because the concentration is not conserved during the
damage process. It is obvious that if the evolution of the phase ﬁeld
remains in equilibrium condition for static or quasi-static loading
(Hunter and Koslowski, 2008) then Eq. (4) is expressed as follows:
@w
@g
¼ 0 ð6Þ
In the case of dynamic impact loading, by neglecting of the gradient
coefﬁcient, the evolution of the phase ﬁeld will follow the original
form of the theory as follows:
@g
@t
¼ Mg @w
@g
ð7Þ
The term w shows the variation of the free energy as a function of
the order parameter. The type of thermodynamic function which
can be used in the general equation depends on the deﬁnition of
the problem. In general and in a system with n different kind of
phases, an order parameter is introduced in each phase under the
following constraint condition:
Xn
i¼1
gi ¼ 1 with gi P 0; 8i ð8Þ
In such a system it is better to describe the free energy in the form
of the Landau free energy, in which all the terms are a function of
the order parameter. This free energy is a Taylor expansion of order
parameter and the number of terms depends on the description of
the phenomena. Landau free energy can take the following form
for a system with one order parameter and each coefﬁcient can
be a function of temperature:
L ¼ L0 þ agþ bg2 þ cg3 þ dg4 þ eg5 þ fg6 þ    ð9Þ
The free energy can be formulated in any other applicable form but
each term needs to consist of the order parameter. In such a prob-
lem and in order to describe the phenomenon, different descrip-
tions can be used for the free energy based on the nature of the
problem. For isolated systems with variation of temperature, entro-
py is the best choice to use. For systems in which pressure and tem-
perature are constant Gibbs free energy may be used while for the
problems involving solid materials in which temperature and vol-
ume are kept constant the Helmholtz free energy may be used
which is always the case in damage mechanics. The second and
third terms in the deﬁnition of the free energy functional (Eq. (1))
depend only on the gradient of the order parameter and concentra-tion. Therefore they are equal to zero except in the interface region
where 0 < g < 1, and c and g are the gradient energy coefﬁcients
with the following deﬁnition (Cahn and Hilliard, 1958):
2g ¼
@2w
@ðjrgjÞ2  2
@
@g
@w
@ðr2gÞ
 !
ð10Þ
2c ¼
@2w
@ðjrcjÞ2  2
@
@c
@w
@ðr2cÞ
 !
ð11Þ
The general expression for w which is able to cover the whole do-
main of the order parameter 0 6 g 6 1 should reduce to the appro-
priate termwhen there is just one phase. Another way is assuming a
double well potential function with the two minima corresponding
to the two different phase conﬁgurations. In this formulation w1
and w2 show the energy of each phase as a function of temperature
and its concentration. Therefore, w can be described as:
wðc;g; TÞ ¼ hðgÞw1ðc1; TÞ þ ð1 hðgÞÞw2ðc2; TÞ þWgðgÞ ð12Þ
with the following constraint:
c1 þ c2 ¼ 1 ð13Þ
In Eq. (12), g(g) is a well double function and h(g) is the interpolat-
ing monotonic function between the different phases. These func-
tions are expressed by the following deﬁnitions (Chen, 2002):
gðgÞ ¼ g2ð1 gÞ2 ð14Þ
hðgÞ ¼ g3ð6g2  15gþ 10Þ ð15Þ
hðgÞ ¼ g2ð3 2gÞ ð16Þ
Function g(g) shows the effect of dissipation and it should be
chosen in the way that guarantee increase of the phases energy
for which 0 < g < 1 and should satisfy g(0) = 0, g(1) = 0,
@g
@g

g¼0
¼ @g
@g

g¼1
¼ 0. Function h(g) satisfy important criteria such
ash(0) = 0, h(1) = 1, @h
@g

g¼0
¼ @h
@g

g¼1
¼ 0; @2h
@g2

g¼0
¼ @2h
@g2

g¼1
¼ 0. One
way to ﬁnd the function h(g) from function g(g) is using the pro-
posed relation hðgÞ ¼
R g
0
gðyÞdyR 1
0
gðyÞdy
(Furukawa and Nakajima, 2001). For
other possible choices of functions g(g) and h(g) readers are re-
ferred to work by Wang et al. (1993). The functions w1(c1,T) and
w2(c2,T) are the Helmholtz free energy densities of the two differ-
ent phases respectively. The coefﬁcient W is set to describe the
interfacial energy; however, it should be positive to be consistent
with the double well potential functiong(g). Concentration within
the interface (cI) will vary between the limits of concentration of
each phase and can be obtained using the previous interpolating
function:
cI ¼ hðgÞc1ðgÞ þ ð1 hðgÞÞc2ðgÞ ð17Þ3. Phase ﬁeld theory corresponding to continuum damage
mechanics theory
3.1. Order parameter
In this work, one considers special transition in a representative
volume element (RVE) in which microvoids or microcracks exist in
a pure solid (undamaged conﬁguration). Evolution of these cracks
and voids is caused by loading and not by a chemical reaction. Or-
der parameter is a nonconserved variable in the damage process.
Due to the change of the order parameter during the loading pro-
cess, it will be represented by g in the following formulation. Based
Remove both Cracks and Voids 
Effective Undamaged Configuration 
Phase (1)
Damaged Configuration
Combination of Phase (1) and Phase 
(2)
Fig. 1. Damage characterization.
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aged material) can be considered as a disordered phase with
g = 0 and undamaged material can be treated as an ordered phase
with g = 1. Therefore, the damaged conﬁguration in conventional
continuum damage mechanics can be interpreted as a combination
of both phases. Through CDM, it is obvious that / = 0 represents
undamaged conﬁguration, / = 1 represents fully damaged material
and 0 < / < 1 represents interface between fully damaged and
undamaged conﬁgurations. Therefore, the relation between con-
tinuum damage variable and the order parameter can be summa-
rized as follows:
g ¼ 0; / ¼ 1!cracks; voids; fully damaged
0 < g < 1; 0 < /!Damaged Configuration
g ¼ 1; / ¼ 0!Undamaged ConfigurationPrevious deﬁnitions are illustrated in Fig. 1. Undamaged material is
termed phase (1) and fully damaged material (integration of all
cracks and voids) is termed phase (2). The following development
will lead to the new implicit deﬁnition of damage which relates
cross section areas of damaged and undamaged conﬁgurations.
The following relation shows the dependence of the order
parameter to the continuum damage variable:g ¼ 1 / ð18ÞThis deﬁnition is in good agreement with the deﬁnitions which
have been made in previous works in order to simulate crack prop-
agation and simulation of fracture (Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2003;
Amor et al., 2009; Aranson et al., 2000; Borden et al., 2012; Kuhn
and Müller, 2010; Miehe et al., 2010b; Salac and Lu, 2006; Spat-
schek et al., 2006; Voyiadjis et al., 2004). It should be mentioned
here that all previous models (Miehe et al., 2010a,b; Amor et al.,
2009; Borden et al., 2012) are focussed on fracture mechanics and
not damage mechanics. These models track single macro crack
(fracture) in the material and they do not focus on damage which
addresses the integration of micro cracks/voids area (damage quan-
tiﬁcation) in the material. The advantage of the following formula-
tion is describing the continuous change between the phases such
as the damage process. Based on Eq. (18), the order parameter is
a function of the damage variable and in conventional PFM it should
be a function of time. In general, both the order parameter and the
damage variable are nonconserved variables which can be a func-
tion of position to track regions with different damage levels in
the material. In this way, the phenomenological phase ﬁeld variable
can be used to indicate which phase (undamaged or microcracked)
is present at the particular position of the material. In this work it is
assumed that the order parameter is a function of position and in
one dimensional simulation it can be represented by g = g(x, t).3.2. Nonlocal thermodynamic formulation of damage mechanics using
the phase ﬁeld method
In order to describe nonlocal damage in a material, the gradient
of damage is incorporated in the thermodynamic formulation.
Nonlocal damage evolution in an elastic material can be formu-
lated using the Helmholtz free energy through the phase ﬁeld the-
ory. Following the method previously mentioned (Boettinger et al.,
2002) the free energy can be constructed in two steps as follows:
(1) Free energy for each phase is deﬁned as follows:wudðe;gÞ ¼ 1
2
Ee2 ð19Þ
wfdðe;gÞ ¼ 0 ð20Þ
where wud and wfd are the free energy of the undamaged and fully
damaged conﬁgurations respectively. E is the modulus of elasticity
in the undamaged conﬁguration and e is the corresponding strain in
the undamaged conﬁguration.
(2) Using a double well function g(g), the interpolation function
h(g), and the free energies of fully damaged wfdðe;gÞ and
undamaged conﬁguration wudðe;gÞ into Eq. (12) forms the
free energy of the damaged conﬁguration including both
undamaged and microcracks conﬁgurations:wðe;gÞ ¼ hðgÞwudðe;gÞ þ ð1 hðgÞÞwfdðe;gÞ þWgðgÞ ð21Þ
Substituting Eqs. (19) and (20) into Eq. (21) leads to:wðe;gÞ ¼ hðgÞ1
2
Ee2 þWgðgÞ ð22Þ
Making use of Eqs. (14) and (16) in Eq. (22) leads to the free energy
of the damaged conﬁguration in which both phases are present
without the effect of the gradient of damage:
wðe;gÞ ¼ g2ð3 2gÞ1
2
Ee2 þWg2ð1 gÞ2 ð23Þ
Accordingly, the functional of the phase ﬁeld variable and its gradi-
ent is given as follows:
F ¼
Z
V
g2ð3 2gÞ1
2
Ee2 þWg2ð1 gÞ2 þ 
2
g
2
jrgj2
" #
dV ð24Þ
Using Eq. (23) and substituting back into Eq. (4) leads to the evolu-
tion of the order parameter which is related to the damage variable
through Eq. (18). Therefore, the evolution of damage variable reads:
@/
@t
¼ M/½3Ee2ð/Þð1 /Þ þ 2W/ð2/ 1Þð1 /Þ  2/ðr2/Þ ð25Þ
whereW is a positive constant due to dissipation and 2/ is a positive
constant corresponding to the gradient of damage as a length scale
to bring appropriate physical meaning to Eq. (25). These coefﬁcients
can be written in the following form:
W ¼ Ew ð26Þ
2/ ¼ El2 ð27Þ
Substituting Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (25) results in:
@/
@t
¼ M/E½3e2ð/Þð1 /Þ þ 2w/ð2/ 1Þð1 /Þ  l2ðr2/Þ ð28Þ
Eq. (28) introduces a new nonlocal, gradient based damage model
for isotropic elastic damage using phase ﬁeld method in order to
show the evolution of damage. In Eq. (28) l represents a length scale
that is related to the microstructure of the material such as the
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to the deﬁnition of the total free energy of the damaged material
with its corresponding gradient:
wðe;/;r/Þ ¼ 1
2
Ee2ð1 /Þ2ð2/þ 1Þ þ Ew/2ð1 /Þ2
þ 1
2
El2jr/j2 ð29Þ
Eqs. (28) and (29) are the central equations that describe damage
evolution through the phase ﬁeld theory. In the following sections,
these two equations are used to deﬁne a new implicit damage var-
iable. In addition the validation of some important properties of the
proposed damage model is investigated by comparing the terms in
the proposed formulation with the corresponding terms in the var-
iational formulation.
4. Comparing with the variational formulation
In this section, the derived equations for the phase ﬁeld model-
ing of damage (Eqs. (28) and (29)) are compared with the constitu-
tive assumptions of the variational formulation (Pham et al., 2011)
in order to obtain the restrictions on the calculation or measure-
ment of the coefﬁcients in the previous equations and also validat-
ing the formulation. The following criteria can be viewed as the
general restrictions of any gradient damage model.
4.1. Positive elasticity
Stiffness function E(/), the function which shows the reduction
of the stiffness, should be positive with E(/ = 1) = 0. Based on Eq.
(29) the deﬁnition of the stiffness function can deduced as follows:
Eð/Þ ¼ Eð1 /Þ2ð2/þ 1Þ ð30Þ
This satisﬁes E(/ = 1) = 0 and E(/) > 0 for 0 6 / 6 1. The new deﬁni-
tion of the stiffness function is compared with the conventional def-
inition of the stiffness function in Fig. 2.
The region between the two curves in Fig. 2 indicates the incor-
poration of the damage gradient. The additional term in the stiff-
ness function; namely (2/ + 1), can be considered as an internal
hardening variable which reﬂects the interaction and arresting of
microcracks inside the material. An inﬂection point occurs in the
curvature of this new deﬁnition in the variation of the stiffness
function. The location of this inﬂection point is at / ¼ 12, (i.e.
@2E
@/2
¼ 0Þ which shows the practical limit of the damage variable
(Voyiadjis and Kattan, 2012). Obviously the damage variable may
not have a practical meaning above 0.5. Lemaitre and others
pointed out that this practical limit is in the neighborhood of 0.3Damage Variable (φ)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
E/
 E
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
Stiffness Function
(1-φ)2
(1-φ)2(2φ+1)
Fig. 2. Variation of the elastic stiffness with damage.(Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005). It was given without a mathemat-
ical justiﬁcation, except that the continuum is not valid beyond
that value. After this point degradation of the material has a much
faster trend. Moreover, microcracks arrest each other at the begin-
ning of the loading. This effect can cause special hardening, but
after 50% loss of its starting value of stiffness, the material under-
goes the fast reduction of its elastic stiffness.
4.2. Decreasing stiffness
Derivative of stiffness function with respect to damage param-
eter should be negative:
@Eð/Þ
@/
< 0 ð31Þ
Derivative of Eq. (30) with respect to damage parameter (/) results
in the following relation:
6E/ð/ 1Þ < 0 ð32Þ4.3. Dissipation
Dissipation function w(/) should be positive with w(/ = 0) = 0.
Based on Eq. (29) the deﬁnition of dissipation function can be de-
duced as follows:
wð/Þ ¼ Ew/2ð1 /Þ2 ð33Þ
This satisﬁes w(/ = 0) = 0 and w(/) > 0 for 0 6 / < 1. Also, the deriv-
ative of the dissipation function (Eq. (33)) with respect to damage
parameter should be positive
@wð/Þ
@/
> 0 ð34Þ
This results in the following criterion:
2Ew/ð2/2  3/þ 1Þ > 0 ð35Þ
This criterion is held unconditionally if 0 < / < 1/2.
4.4. Irreversibility
Damage is an irreversible process. Therefore, evolution of dam-
age should be positive. Based on the theory all constants in Eq. (28)
like M, w and l are positive. Assuming that the nonlocal term con-
taining l (length scale parameter) in Eq. (28) is relatively smaller
than other two terms, the summation of other terms are always
positive for 12 < / < 1 and it remains positive by the speciﬁc choice
of dissipation constant (w) under the condition: w < 32 e
2. The
material coefﬁcients which are used in the numerical example fol-
low these conditions.
5. New implicit damage variable
In this section, a new deﬁnition of damage variable is proposed
by using Eq. (29). In general, the ﬁctitious undamaged conﬁgura-
tion is used to simplify the solution procedure. Speciﬁc functions
can be used to map the stage of damage from the undamaged con-
ﬁguration to the damaged conﬁguration at each step and vice ver-
sa. Three tensors, namely, the stress, strain and elasticity tensors
are used to relate the different stages from one conﬁguration to an-
other conﬁguration in damage which is illustrated in Fig. 3 as
follows:
rij ¼ Mð/Þrij ð36Þ
eij ¼ eijðqð/ÞÞ1 ð37Þ
 Remove both Cracks and Voids 
Effective Undamaged ConfigurationDamaged Configuration
Fig. 3. Tensors for different conﬁgurations of isotropic damage.
 Remove both Cracks and Voids 
Effective Undamaged ConfigurationDamaged Configuration
Fig. 4. Mapping functions for isotropic damage.
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It should be noted thatM(/) is the effective stress coefﬁcient which
may take the form of a second or higher order tensor for anisotropic
damage behavior. It worth to mention that all functions (M(/), q(/)
and p(/)) are scalar functions and non-zero over 0 < / < 1.
5.1. Strain energy equivalence
Use is made in this work of the more general hypothesis of
strain energy equivalence (Sidoroff, 1981) instead of the hypothe-
sis of strain equivalence. This hypothesis can be used to ﬁnd gen-
eral relations between functions M(/), q(/) and p(/) as shown
below:
1
2
Eijkleijekl ¼ 12 Eijkleijekl ð39Þ
Since the functions are assumed to be scalar then these functions
are also valid for the general material with isotropic damage. Using
Eqs. (37) and (38) into Eq. (39) one obtains:
1
2
ðpð/ÞÞEijklðeijqð/ÞÞðeklqð/ÞÞ ¼ 12 Eijkleijekl ð40Þ
From Eq. (40), one obtains the ﬁrst speciﬁcation of the mapping
functions as follows:
pð/Þðqð/ÞÞ2 ¼ 1 ð41Þ
The effective stress (undamaged conﬁguration) may be expressed as
follows:
rij ¼ Eijklekl ð42Þ
Accordingly, the stress in the damaged conﬁguration may be writ-
ten as follows:
rij ¼ Eijklekl ð43Þ
Substituting Eqs. (42) and (43) into Eq. (39) leads to another form of
the strain energy equivalence:
1
2
E1ijklrijrkl ¼
1
2
E1ijkl rij rkl ð44Þ
Substituting Eqs. (36) and (38) into Eq. (44) results in:
1
2
E1ijklrijrkl ¼
1
2
ðpð/ÞE1ijklÞðMð/ÞrijÞðMð/ÞrklÞ ð45Þ
Hence, the second speciﬁcation of the mapping functions is ob-
tained as follows:
pð/ÞðMð/ÞÞ2 ¼ 1 ð46Þ
Eqs. (41) and (46) show that functions q(/) and M(/) are the same
(q(/) =M(/)). Therefore, based on the strain energy equivalencehypothesis the general transformation can be summarized as
shown in Fig. 4.
Function p(/) is deﬁned through the phase ﬁeld model by Eq.
(30) as follows:
pð/Þ ¼ ð1 /Þ2ð2/þ 1Þ ð47Þ
The effective stress function M(/) can now be obtained using Eq.
(46) as follows:
Mð/Þ ¼ 1ð1 /Þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2/þ 1Þp ð48Þ
This is a new deﬁnition of the effective stress coefﬁcient which con-
tains an additional term ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2/þ 1Þp Þ to show the effect of the dam-
age gradient. The above deﬁnition of the function M(/) leads to a
new implicit deﬁnition of the damage variable (/). Relating the
stresses in two different conﬁgurations (Fig. 4) by using Eq. (48)
results in:
T
A
¼ 1ð1 /Þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2/þ 1Þp
T
A
ð49Þ
Therefore, the implicit deﬁnition of the damage variable is obtained
as follows:
A
A
 2
¼ 2/3  3/2 þ 1 ð50Þ
The undamaged area can now be calculated using the following
relation:
A ¼ A
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2/3  3/2 þ 1
q
ð51Þ
The conventional deﬁnition of the damage variable, AA ¼ 1 /
(Kachanov, 1958) and the proposed new deﬁnition are illustrated
in Fig. 5. As it is shown in Eq. (50) this is a cubic function in damage
which can be solved explicitly in terms of AA . The solution procedure
and the explicit solution are given in Appendix A. Comparing of the
new implicit deﬁnition of the damage variable with the conven-
tional damage variable in terms of AA is shown in Fig. 5. The new def-
inition of damage indicates the initial slow propagation of damage
due to the interaction of cracks that initially help in arresting and
slowing down the damage evolution. However, beyond / = 0.5 there
are many cracks and the arresting mechanism does not stop this
propagation of damage. The proposed deﬁnition of the stiffness
function leads to obtaining the relations for mapping the strain as
well as the stress between the two conﬁgurations as follows:
rij ¼ 1ð1 /Þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2/þ 1Þp rij ð52Þ
eij ¼ eijð1 /Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2/þ 1Þ
p
ð53Þ
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Fig. 5. Change in the cross section due to the damage variable.
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Micromechanics of the single crystal plasticity (Nemat-Nasser,
1979, 1983) and the continuum damage mechanics theory (Voyia-
djis and Park, 1999) conﬁrm the strain additive decomposition for
small deformation theory of damage mechanics. Based on the pre-
vious works conducted by Voyiadjis and Kattan (1990, 1992) and
Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2003) the total reversible elastic strain
eEij can be decomposed as follows:
eEij ¼ eeij þ eedij ð54Þ
In Eq. (54) eeij is the ordinary elastic strain and eedij is the elastic dam-
age strain. The physical interpretation of this decomposition is gi-
ven in Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2003) and the same approach
for strain decomposition is used widely by other researchers in
the area of damage mechanics (Sadowski et al., 2005; Samborski
and Sadowski, 2005). On the other hand, the additive decomposi-
tion of strain into two components including a speciﬁc part due
to transformation is common in phase ﬁeld models. The reader is
referred to the works performed by Levitas and Ozsoy (2009a,b)
and Uehara et al. (2007)). Decomposition due to various types of or-
der parameter (non conserved order parameter due to damage is as-
sumed) can be found in Chen (2002) and Moelans et al. (2008). It is
usual to call the strains due to transformation as eigenstrains which
can be found in Yamanaka et al. (2008). For example in the models
which are developed for inhomogeneous elasticity the strains are
decomposed to homogeneous and nonhomogeneous parts (Salac
and Lu, 2006; Wang et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2005) and it has been
widely used in numerous textbooks (Khachaturyan, 1983). This ap-
proach in phase transformation conﬁrms the additive decomposi-
tion which is shown in Eq. (54). Following the additive strain
decomposition, Eq. (54), and Hooke’s law leads to the deﬁnition of
the elastic damage strain and the total elastic strain in the case of
isotropic damage in the real material (damaged conﬁgura-
tion).Therefore, the total elastic strain in the damaged conﬁguration
(eij) is equal to the total elastic strain in the aforementioned decom-
position eEij
 	
. Hooke’s law is expressed as follows:
rij ¼ EijkleEkl ð55Þ
Substituting Eq. (54) into Eq. (55) leads to:
rij ¼ Eijkl eekl þ eedkl

  ð56Þ
Using the hypothesis of strain energy equivalence one obtains the
following relation:
1
2
rijeEij ¼
1
2
rijeeij ð57ÞSubstituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (56) leads to the relation between the
undamaged elastic strain and the total elastic strain as follows:
eeij ¼
1
Mð/Þ e
E
ij ð58Þ
The stress strain relations in the damaged and undamaged states
respectively provide the following relations:
rij ¼ Eijkleekl ð59Þ
rij ¼ Eijkleekl ð60Þ
Substituting Eqs. (36) and (59) into Eq. (60) results in the following
relation:
eeij ¼ Mð/Þeeij ð61Þ
Using Eq. (58) into Eq. (60) one extracts the portion of the pure elas-
tic strain from the total strain as follows:
eeij ¼
1
ðMð/ÞÞ2
eEij ð62Þ
Therefore, the elastic damage strain can be obtained by using Eq.
(54) as follows:
eedij ¼
1 ðMð/ÞÞ2
ðMð/ÞÞ2
eEij ð63Þ
It should be noted here that under the assumption of strain additive
decomposition and by using the strain energy hypothesis, Eqs. (62)
and (63) are valid regardless of the deﬁnition of the effective stress
function (M(/)) for any scalar damage model and it can be easily ex-
tended to anisotropic damage models. For the proposed model,
using Eq. (48) gives the portion of the elastic strain and elastic dam-
age strain as follows:
eeij ¼ ð1 /Þ2ð2/þ 1ÞeEij ð64Þ
eedij ¼ ð1 ð1 /Þ2ð2/þ 1ÞÞeEij ð65Þ
Eqs. (64) and (65) conﬁrm the increase of the elastic-damage strain,
eedij and elastic strain, eeij, with the damage growth. These increments
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
It is worth mentioning here that the decomposition of the total
elastic strain (Eq. (54)) is in the damaged conﬁguration and the
portion of the total elastic strain (eijÞ which is attributed to the
undamaged conﬁguration (ﬁctitious conﬁguration) can be com-
puted easily by using Eqs. (48) and (64) into Eq. (61). In the
undamaged conﬁguration, the elastic damage strain is removed
artiﬁcially, therefore, eedij ¼ 0
 	
and eij ¼ eeij
 	
.
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A thermodynamic consistent framework for any phenomenon
consists of the internal state variables and the laws of thermody-
namics that lead to the deﬁnition of the conjugate forces due to
each internal variable. Considering the damage variable as an
internal state variable requires the deﬁnition of the conjugate force
due to damage which can be used in the deﬁnition of the damage
criterion. There are several ways to deﬁne the conjugate damage
force which describes the effect of the microcracks and microvoids
on the solid material. In this work, the effective stress coefﬁcient
(Eq. (48)) can be used to obtain the conjugate force due to damage
using the hypothesis of strain energy equivalence (Voyiadjis and
Kattan, 1999). The details of this formulation is given in Appendix
B:
Yð/Þ ¼  Mr
2
E
 
@M
@/
ð66Þ
Using Eq. (48) in Eq. (66) leads to:
Yð/Þ ¼ Ee2 3/ð1 /Þð2/þ 1Þ ð67Þ5.4. Damage criterion
A damage criterion is proposed to check the initiation of dam-
age for uniaxial scalar damage models without the effect of kine-
matic hardening. Damage criterion can be deﬁned as follows:
FdðY ;/Þ ¼ 12Y
2  ðld þ q/eqÞ ð68Þ
where, /eq is the accumulated damage and in the case of scalar
damage is as follows:
/eq ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃZ t
0
/2dt
s
ð69Þ
The above expression is deﬁned such that it may be also used when
the damage is generalized to a second order tensor. In Eq. (68), Y is
the thermodynamic conjugate force due to damage, q is the damage
hardening modulus, and ld is the initial damage threshold. Kuhn–
Tucker conditions should be satisﬁed. Therefore, damage evolves
if both of the following conditions hold simultaneously:
Fd ¼ 0 and @Fd
@Y
_Y > 0 ð70Þ5.5. Boundary conditions
The following boundary condition is common in phase ﬁeld
modeling for order parameter which is related to the damage
parameter using Eq. (18):
@/
@n
¼ 0 ð71Þ
in which n indicates the normal vector to the boundary.
6. Numerical aspects, algorithm and 1D implementation
In this section, numerical aspects of the proposed model are dis-
cussed and examples are presented to show the validity of the
model. The proposed nonlocal damage evolution law (Eq. (28))
can be used to capture both elastic and inelastic damage using
appropriate constants for each part of the loading. This model
may be used for both rate dependent and rate independent mate-
rials. The presented model incorporates the solution of the Allen–
Cahn type equation which is of interest to mathematicians (Bates
et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2009; Del Pino et al., 2010; Feng and Prohl,
2003; Kassam and Trefethen, 2005; Shen and Yang, 2010) For spe-
ciﬁc problems, the semi-implicit Fourier spectral method can be
used (Chen and Shen, 1998; Feng et al., 2006). Also the ﬁnite ele-
ment method can be used to solve the governing equations (Am-
mar et al., 2009). In this work, the ﬁnite difference scheme is
used with three different approaches. In the next three sections,
numerical details are derived and numerical algorithms are used
to solve the evolution equation. This is presented for the simple
uniaxial case in order to show the regularization capabilities of
the model.
6.1. Numerical aspects
In this section various types of ﬁnite difference schemes are de-
tailed which are used to solve the numerical examples incorporat-
ing the damage criteria in order to show the evolution of damage
and to solve the damage evolution equation (Eq. (28)). The pro-
posed model can be viewed as a special form of the well known
equation (Allen–Cahn equation) with the reaction (nonlinear)
term. First, the evolution equation needs to be discretized. In the
following expressions superscripts show the time step and sub-
scripts show the position in the domain. Superscript n shows the
previous step and superscript n + 1 shows the current step. Discret-
ization over the time should be explicit, but spatial discretization
can be implicit or explicit.
6.1.1. Explicit in space, explicit in time
The ﬁnite difference method is used to solve Eq. (28) numeri-
cally. In order to solve the equation with an explicit scheme, the
time step Dt needs to be restricted by the following CFL (Courant
et al., 1928) condition (necessary condition for convergence of
any explicit method) for the stable convergence in the 1D case, be-
cause of the diffusion term
M/El
2 Dt
ðDxÞ2
 !
6 1
2
ð72Þ
where Dt > 0 is the time step and Dx is the space step in the x direc-
tion. The coefﬁcient of the diffusion term in general phase ﬁeld
models (MEl2 in our case) is set to a very small value over the do-
main. Therefore, in the case that an explicit scheme is used the time
step (i.e. Dt) can be set to a relatively large value. However, even if
the CFL condition (Eq. (72)) is held, the nonlinear term (reaction
term) restricts the time step to set it to a small value. This term
(i.e. nonlinear term) causes the divergence of the variable / once
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lem, the semi-implicit scheme (Warren et al., 2003) is used in which
the forward time terms are included. Therefore, the discretization is
as follows for the 1D case:
/nþ1i  /ni
Dt
¼ M/El2 /
n
iþ1  2/ni þ /ni1
ðDxÞ2
 !
þ /
nþ1
i 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
6 0
/ni 1 /nþ1i

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
> 0
( ð73Þ
where
r /ni

  ¼ M/E 3 eni
 2 þ 2w 2/ni  1
 h i ð74Þ
The above discretization can guarantee that / remains in the de-
sired interval 0 6 / 6 1 even when the large time step is used.
Although, the next step term /nþ1i appears in the right-hand side
of Eq. (73), it can be computed directly without solving the linear
system as follows:
1 Dt 1 /ni

 
r /ni

  
/nþ1i ¼ /ni M/El2Dt
/niþ12/ni þ/ni1
ðDxÞ2
 	
for r /ni

 
6 0
1þ Dt/ni r /ni

  
/nþ1i ¼ /ni þ Dt/ni r /ni

 M/El2Dt /niþ12/ni þ/ni1ðDxÞ2
 	
for r /ni

 
> 0
8>>><
>>>>:
ð75Þ
This scheme for descritizing the reaction term is used in the follow-
ing implicit schemes to restrict the reaction term.
6.1.2. Implicit in space, explicit in time
The same treatment can be made into a fully implicit method in
space in order to handle the reaction term in the Allen–Cahn equa-
tion (Eq. (28)) like the explicit method as follows:
/nþ1i  /ni
Dt
¼ M/El2 /
nþ1
iþ1  2/nþ1i þ /nþ1i1
ðDxÞ2
 !
þ /
nþ1
i 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
6 0
/ni 1 /nþ1i

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
> 0
( ð76Þ
Deﬁning A ¼ M/El2DtðDxÞ2 and rearranging Eq. (76) leads to:
/nþ1i  /ni ¼ A /nþ1iþ1  2/nþ1i þ /nþ1i1

 
þ Dt/
nþ1
i 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
6 0
Dt/ni 1 /nþ1i

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
> 0
(
ð77Þ
Eq. (77) can be simpliﬁed by deﬁning two coefﬁcients
Bi ¼ Dt 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
and Ci ¼ Dt/ni r /ni

 
from the previous step as
follows:
/nþ1i A /nþ1iþ1 2/nþ1i þ/nþ1i1

 Bi/nþ1i ¼/ni for r /ni
 6 0
/nþ1i A /nþ1iþ1 2/nþ1i þ/nþ1i1

 þCi/nþ1i ¼/ni þCi for r /ni
 > 0
(
ð78Þ
The right hand side of Eq. (78) is known from the previous step and
the whole equation can be re-written as follows:
A/nþ1iþ1 þ ð1þ 2A BiÞ/nþ1i  A/nþ1i1 ¼ /ni for r /ni

 
6 0
A/nþ1iþ1 þ ð1þ 2Aþ CiÞ/nþ1i  A/nþ1i1 ¼ /ni þ Ci for r /ni

 
> 0
(
ð79Þ
It can be seen that some terms in Eq. (79) are the same for both
cases. Therefore, the constant ﬁnite difference coefﬁcients can be
assembled for all nodes and based on the sign of the function r(/)
at each node an additional term can be added to the speciﬁc rowof the FD matrix which is related to the node. Therefore, Eq. (79)
can be written as follows:
A/nþ1iþ1 þð1þ2AÞ/nþ1i A/nþ1i1 Bi/nþ1i ¼/ni for r /ni

 
6 0
A/nþ1iþ1 þð1þ2AÞ/nþ1i A/nþ1i1 þCi/nþ1i ¼/ni þCi for r /ni

 
> 0
(
ð80Þ
The following form of the matrix representation obtained by apply-
ing the boundary conditions (/nþ10 ¼ /nþ11 and /nþ1n1 ¼ /nþ1n ). It can be
derived for Eq. (80) over all the nodes as:
1 1    0
A 1þ 2A
..
. . .
. ..
.
0    1þ 2A A
1 1
2
6666664
3
7777775
/nþ10



/nþ1n
2
6666664
3
7777775
þ ½Matrix B or Matrix C
/nþ10



/nþ1n
2
6666664
3
7777775
¼
/n0



/nn
2
6666664
3
7777775
þ ½Vector C
ð81Þ
where diagonal matrices B and C are given as follows:
½B ¼
1 1    
0 B1
..
. . .
. ..
.
    Bn1 0
1 1
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð82Þ
½C ¼
1 1    
0 C1
..
. . .
. ..
.
    Cn1 0
1 1
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð83Þ
and vector C is written as:
½C ¼
0
C1

Cn1
0
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð84Þ
It should be noted that in this method in order to keep the gradient
of damage over the boundary equal to zero, at each step the value of
damage on the ﬁrst and the last node should be set equal to zero.
6.1.3. Implicit in space, explicit in time (with Crank Nicolson scheme in
space)
Crank Nicolson scheme as a well-known unconditionally stable
method can be used to solve the evolution equation (Eq. (28). This
method is adopted just on the terms related to the derivatives in
space and the treatment to the reaction term is the same as the
semi implicit method which is used in the previous two schemes.
Discretization of the governing equation using the Crank Nicolson
over the space results in:
/nþ1i /ni
Dt
¼ M/El2 12
/nþ1iþ1 2/nþ1i þ/nþ1i1
ðDxÞ2
 !
þ1
2
/niþ12/ni þ/ni1
ðDxÞ2
 !! 
þ
/nþ1i 1/ni

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
60
/ni 1/nþ1i
 	
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
>0
8<
: ð85Þ
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2ðDxÞ2 and rearranging Eq. (85) the following equa-
tion is obtained:
/nþ1i  /ni ¼ E /nþ1iþ1  2/nþ1i þ /nþ1i1

 þ E /niþ1  2/ni þ /ni1
 
þ Dt/
nþ1
i 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
6 0
Dt/ni 1 /nþ1i

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
> 0
(
ð86Þ
Eq. (86) can be simpliﬁed by deﬁning two coefﬁcients
Bi ¼ Dt 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
and Ci ¼ Dt/ni r /ni

 
from the previous step like
the implicit case as follows:
/nþ1i  E /nþ1iþ1  2/nþ1i þ /nþ1i1

  Bi/nþ1i
¼ E /niþ1  2/ni þ /ni1

 þ /ni for r /ni
  6 0
/nþ1i  E /nþ1iþ1  2/nþ1i þ /nþ1i1

 þ Ci/nþ1i
¼ E /niþ1  2/ni þ /ni1

 þ /ni þ Ci for r /ni
  > 0
8>>><
>>:
ð87Þ
The right hand side of Eq. (87) is known from the previous step and
it can be written as follows:
E/nþ1iþ1 þ ð1þ 2E BiÞ/nþ1i  E/nþ1i1
¼ E/niþ1 þ ð1 2EÞ/ni þ E/ni1 for r /ni

 
6 0
E/nþ1iþ1 þ ð1þ 2Eþ CiÞ/nþ1i  E/nþ1i1
¼ E/niþ1 þ ð1 2EÞ/ni þ E/ni1 þ Ci for r /ni

 
> 0
8>><
>>>:
ð88Þ
Like the implicit scheme some terms in Eq. (88) are the same for
both cases. Therefore, the constant ﬁnite difference coefﬁcients
can be assembled for all nodes and based on the sign of the function
r(/) at each node an additional term can be added to the speciﬁc
row which is related to the node:
E/nþ1iþ1 þ ð1þ 2EÞ/nþ1i  E/nþ1i1  Bi/nþ1i
¼ E/niþ1 þ ð1 2EÞ/ni þ E/ni1 for r /ni

 
6 0
E/nþ1iþ1 þ ð1þ 2EÞ/nþ1i  E/nþ1i1 þ Ci/nþ1i
¼ E/niþ1 þ ð1 2EÞ/ni þ E/ni1 þ Ci for r /ni

 
> 0
8>>><
>>:
ð89Þ
Eq. (89) can be written in the following form of the matrix represen-
tation by applying the boundary conditions (/nþ10 ¼ /nþ11 and
/nþ1n1 ¼ /nþ1n ) over all nodes:
1 1    0
E 1þ 2E
..
. . .
. ..
.
0    1þ 2E E
1 1
2
6666664
3
7777775
/nþ10



/nþ1n
2
6666664
3
7777775
þ½Matrix B or Matrix C
/nþ10



/nþ1n
2
6666664
3
7777775
¼
1 1    0
E 1þ 2E
..
. . .
. ..
.
0    1þ 2E E
1 1
2
6666664
3
7777775
/n0



/nn
2
6666664
3
7777775
þ ½Vector C
ð90Þ
where the diagonal matrices B and C along with vector C are given
in Eqs. (82)–(84) respectively. In the following part the application
of the proposed model is considered for rate dependent and rate
independent materials. Only the ﬁrst scheme is used here. However,
the other schemes can be easily deduced.6.1.4. Rate independent material
In this case, the time increment is set equal to one (Dt = 1).
Therefore, Eq. (73) can be considered as a damage increment for
a speciﬁc node:
D/ni ¼ M/El2
/niþ1  2/ni þ /ni1
ðDxÞ2
 !
þ /
nþ1
i 1 /ni

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
6 0
/ni 1 /nþ1i

 
r /ni

 
for r /ni

 
> 0
(
ð91Þ
Therefore, the updated damage level can be obtained using the fol-
lowing relation:
/nþ1i ¼ /ni þ D/ni ð92Þ6.1.5. Rate dependent material
In this case, the time increment is not equal to one and Eq. (73)
can be used to obtain the damage level at the current step using Eq.
(75). It should be noted here that updating the damage level at
each increment over all nodes will be done simultaneously if the
implicit method or Crank Nicolson method are used and it will
be updated separately if the explicit method is used. It is obvious
that the implicit method or Crank Nicolson schemes can give better
results because they lead to updating the damage level over all
nodes of the domain at the same time when there is a great change
in the stiffness in a speciﬁc problem. Therefore, Eq. (81) or (90) can
be used to update the damage level over all nodes.
6.2. Numerical algorithm
The following algorithm is constructed in order to solve Eq. (28)
in 1D domain and satisfying the boundary conditions for a stress
driven problem using the Finite difference schemes which are de-
scribed in the previous section. It should be noted that in the fol-
lowing algorithm and derivation, superscript n + 1 indicates the
current load step and superscript n indicates the previous load
step. Therefore, for the case of time dependent problem the stress
at the current step can be written as:
rnþ1 ¼ rn þ Dt _r
and for the case of time independent problem, it can be written as
follows:
rnþ1 ¼ rn þ Dr
where _r and Dr are the stress loading rate and stress increment
respectively:
1. Initialize values of M, l, w, E, r0, Dr, /cr and /0 = 0.001 for all
nodes
2. Set En ¼ En ¼ E, rn = rn+1 = r0, rn ¼ rnþ1 ¼ r0 /n ¼ /0 at all
nodes
3. Compute en ¼ rnEn ,enþ1 ¼ r
nþ1
Enþ1
, en ¼ rn
En
, enþ1 ¼ rnþ1
Enþ1
4. Iterate the following steps until /max < /cr
5. Update the load level rn+1 = rn + Dr
6. Compute Yn and Fnd using Eqs. (67) and (68)
7. Check the damage criterion (Eq. (70)) at each node
If Fd < 0, then damage does not evolve and /n+1 = /n
If Fd > 0, Compute damage level /n+1 with the desired scheme
(Eq. (75), Eq. (81) or Eq. (90)).
8. Compute en+1, En+1, enþ1
6.3. Numerical examples
It is obvious that the damage parameter is a dimensionless
parameter, therefore, in order to make each term in Eq. (28)
Fig. 8. Geometry of the specimen for the numerical examples.
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Fig. 9. Damage distribution over the bar with 21 nodes. Using three schemes:
explicit, implicit and Crank Nicolson Scheme.
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Fig. 10. Damage distribution over the bar with 41 nodes. Using three schemes:
explicit, implicit and Crank Nicolson Scheme.
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be deﬁned. In a uniﬁed system (SI), the coefﬁcient for mobility of
microcracksM has the inverse dimension of the modulus of elastic-
ity which is m2N , dissipation coefﬁcients w is a dimensionless coefﬁ-
cient, and speciﬁc length scale due to damage which is capable to
capture the effects of nonlocal damage has length dimension (m).
Various values for these coefﬁcients are examined by means of
numerical experiments which is described later and detailed in
the following examples. Two different sets of experiments should
be designed for a speciﬁc material to determine appropriate coef-
ﬁcients. One set can be the usual experiments to evaluate the dam-
age value at a center of a bar in order to obtain the coefﬁcient w
which leads to cancel the second order gradient term in Eq. (28)
and its corresponding coefﬁcient (l). Another set of nonlocal exper-
iments should be designed to evaluate the damage value at several
points along the length of the bar at the same time in each incre-
ment of loading. Using this data set along with the determined
coefﬁcient (w) from the previous experiments allows one to deter-
mine the coefﬁcient (l). It should be noted that coefﬁcient M
(Mobility of microcracks) can be determined by using all these
two sets of data or can be considered exactly equal to the inverse
of the value of the modulus of elasticity at the beginning (undam-
aged material) of the test in order to simplify this procedure.
A uniaxial bar under tension is considered here in order to show
the regularization capabilities of the proposed model. Reduction in
stiffness is considered in the middle of the total length of the bar
(L) based on the number of nodes which are used in this speciﬁc
length (LD) to show the nonlocal distribution of damage. The geom-
etry of the bar is shown in Fig. 8. The material properties including
the hardening parameters are assumed as those (Abu Al-Rub and
Voyiadjis, 2003) for 30CrNiMo8 high strength steel: E ¼ 199 Gpa,
m = 0.3, ryp = 870 Mpa, q = 8.2 MPa, and ld = 3.8 MPa. Other speciﬁc
parameters are L = 1 m, LD = 0.1 L, r0 = 10 MPa (initial value of
stress) and _r ¼ 10MPas . In order to start the numerical procedure a
small value of damage should be used over all nodes which is as-
sumed as: /0 = 0.001 and the critical value of damage to end the
numerical procedure is assumed as /cr = 0.35 unless it is different
for a speciﬁc case. It is assumed that loading is continued up to
the yield point therefore, total time of the loading is equal to
86 s and in order to hold the CFL condition and also to keep the
points over the damage surface it is assumed that Dt = 0.001 s.
Example 1 (Different schemes comparison). In this example various
numbers of nodes along the length of the sample is examined with
three different schemes. It is assumed that the modulus of
elasticity on the speciﬁc central length (LD) is equal to 90 percent
of the modulus of elasticity of the bar and the remaining
coefﬁcients are assumed as: M = 1 (MPa)1 = 106 m2/N, w = 105
and l = 1 lm = 106 m.Length
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Fig. 11. Damage distribution over the bar with 81 nodes. Using three schemes:
explicit, implicit and Crank Nicolson Scheme.6.3.1. Case 1 – 21 nodes over L, 3 nodes over LD
The numerical results are shown in Fig. 9 for three different
computational schemes. There is complete agreement in the solu-
tion using the three different schemes.
6.3.2. Case 2 – 41 nodes over L, 5 nodes over LD
The results are shown in Fig. 10 for three different computa-
tional schemes. There is complete agreement in the solution using
the three different schemes.
6.3.3. Case 3 – 81 nodes over L, 9 nodes over LD
The results are shown in Fig. 11 for three different computa-
tional schemes. There is very good agreement in the solution using
the three different schemes.
In order to show the stress change trend with respect to dam-
age, a simulation is performed using the explicit method, but the
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Fig. 12. Variation of stress at the central point with respect to damage.
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Fig. 13. Variation of damage at central point with respect to stress.
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Fig. 14. Inﬂuence of various values for mobility of microcracks coefﬁcient M on
damage level for all nodes.
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Fig. 15. Inﬂuence of various values for dissipation coefﬁcient w on damage level for
all nodes.
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Fig. 16. Inﬂuence of various values for length scale l on damage level for all nodes.
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damage variable). Numerical results are shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
This example implies that all three schemes give the same re-
sult regardless of the number of nodes, although there is a slight
difference between the Crank–Nicolson scheme with the other
two in the last case. It worth mentioning that both implicit and
Crank Nicolson schemes are unconditionally stable, therefore, it
is possible to use large time steps for these schemes as there isno need to check the CFL condition. Also, these two schemes as it
is detailed before in Section 6.1 of this paper update the damage
level over all nodes simultaneously which can be considered in
speciﬁc problems in which there is a great change in the stiffness
of the domain. Variation of stress versus damage follows the trend
which is expected and is like other types of damage models.
Example 2 (Inﬂuence of Microcrack mobility constant (M)). In this
example, the dissipation coefﬁcient and length scale due to
damage are respectively assumed constant and equal to w = 105,
l = 1 lm = 106 m. Various values are assumed for the coefﬁcient M
and results are superimposed virtually. The explicit scheme with
41 nodes is used along with the other previous speciﬁcations (see
Fig. 14).Example 3 (Inﬂuence of dissipation coefﬁcient constant (w)). In this
example, it is assumed that mobility of microcrakcs coefﬁcient and
length scale due to damage are constant and equal to M = 106,
l = 1 lm = 106 m respectively. Various values are assumed for
the coefﬁcient w and results are superimposed virtually. Explicit
scheme with 41 nodes is used along with the other previous spec-
iﬁcations (see Fig. 15).
It can be seen that greater value for w results in less value of
damage on neighbor nodes.Example 4 (Inﬂuence of characteristic length coefﬁcient (length
scale) constant (l)). In this example, it is assumed that mobility of
microcrakcs coefﬁcient and dissipation coefﬁcient are constant
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assumed for the coefﬁcient l and results are superimposed virtu-
ally. Explicit scheme with 41 nodes is used along with the other
previous speciﬁcations.
It can be seen that greater value for l affects the damage value at
the points with great change in stiffness (see blue color in Fig. 16 at
length = 0.55) which is obvious based on the nature of length scale
due to damage. This parameter can be used to capture localization
effects in Nonlocal type models.7. Conclusions
A nonlocal gradient type damage model for ductile materials is
presented using phase ﬁeld modeling approach along with the
new implicit deﬁnition of the damage variable. A uniqueAllen–Cahn
type partial differential equation (Eq. (28)) for damage evolution is
derived and regularization capabilities of this model are shown by
means of numerical examples. Although only elastic case is consid-
ered here, this model can be easily extended to the inelastic region
by adding a continuum plasticity model to capture the effects of
damage in the inelastic region including work hardening and strain
softeningusing a speciﬁc set of constantsM,w and lwhichwill be re-
ported by the authors in future work. The effects of material con-
stants M (mobility of microcrakcs), w (dissipation constant) and l
(length scale due to damage) are shownand the speciﬁcway tomea-
sure these constants in elastic and inelastic regions is presented. This
model opens anewchallenge for experimentalists todesign aﬁxture
in order to measure damage values at various points along a speci-
men instead of central nodes. It is shown that thismodel can be used
for both rate dependent and rate independent materials. It can be
used to model the viscodamage model incorporating viscoelastic
or viscoplastic material effects. In addition, use is made of uncondi-
tionally stablemethodsand it is shownthatCrankNicholsonand im-
plicit schemes are more powerful to solve Eq. (28) because they can
update the damage level over all nodes simultaneously and they are
capable enough to involve other node damage levels to show the ef-
fects of gradient of damage as it is detailed here.
The novelty of this work can be summarized in the following
statements:
(1) New damage evolution law is proposed through a physical
based theory (phase ﬁeld) by incorporation of the damage
variable and order parameter which is general and can be
used for simulation of isotropic damage in any kind of mate-
rial including rate dependent or rate independent without
using regular normality rule (Eq. (28))
(2) New implicit deﬁnition of damage variable (Eq. (51)) which
is compared to the conventional deﬁnition (Fig. 5).
(3) New damage effect coefﬁcient (Eq. (48)) which is capable
through the mathematical restrictions of phase ﬁeld theory
to transform stress and strains into the ﬁctitious undamaged
conﬁguration
(4) Various FD schemes to show the capability of the model in
various coupled damage plasticity models for materials
regardless of rate dependency of the material.
Appendix A. Solution of cubic equation
In this appendix, the general procedure for solving cubic equa-
tions is explained and the obtained cubic damage function (Eq.
(56)) is solved.
General cubic equation is given as follows:
ax3 þ bx2 þ cxþ d ¼ 0 ðA1ÞEvery cubic equation with real coefﬁcients (which is the case in this
paper) has at least one real solution. Discriminant of the cubic equa-
tion which gives information about the nature of its roots is given
by:
D ¼ 18abcd 4b3dþ b2c2  4ac3  27a2d2 ðA2Þ
The following cases are considered:
If D > 0, the equation has three distinct real roots.
If D = 0, the equation has multiple roots and all of them are real.
If D < 0, the equation has one real and two imaginary roots.
In order to transform the general equation to the new equation
without the x2 term, the following substitution is applied:
x ¼ y b
3a
ðA3Þ
This application, changes the expression to the new equation as
follows:
ay3 þ c  b
2
3a
 !
yþ dþ 2b
3
27a2
 bc
3a
 !
¼ 0 ðA4Þ
Therefore, another equation with the following coefﬁcients can be
solved instead of the general equation:
y3 þ Ay ¼ B ðA5Þ
where, A and B are deﬁned as follows:
A ¼ 1
a
c  b
2
3a
 !
ðA6Þ
B ¼ 1
a
dþ 2b
3
27a2
 bc
3a
 !
ðA7Þ
To solve Eq. (A5), one may ﬁnd s and t by satisfying the following
two equations simultaneously:
3st ¼ A ðA8Þ
s3  t3 ¼ B ðA9Þ
It is obvious that y = s  t. Solving Eq. (A8) for s and substituting the
result into Eq. (A9) leads to:
A
3t
 3
 t3 ¼ B ðA10Þ
Simplifying Eq. (A10) turns it to a ‘‘tri-quadratic’’ equation:
t6 þ Bt3  A
3
27
¼ 0 ðA11Þ
Substituting u = t3 into Eq. (A11) alters it to a ‘‘quadratic’’ equation
as follows:
u2 þ Bu A
3
27
¼ 0 ðA12Þ
Solving Eq. (A12) and substituting back the used transformations
leads to the solution of the general cubic equation.
Another solution of the cubic equation is considered here in or-
der to obtain the real solutions of the cubic equation. First, Eq. (A1)
can be changed to the following form:
x3 þ a0x2 þ b0xþ c0 ¼ 0 ðA13Þ
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Q ¼ ða02  3b0Þ=9 R ¼ ð2a03  9a0b0 þ 27c0Þ=54 ðA14Þ
If R2 < Q3 therefore, the equation has three real roots as follows:
h ¼ arccos Rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q3
q
0
B@
1
CA ðA15Þ
x1 ¼  2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q
p
cos
h
3
 
 a
3
ðA16Þ
x2 ¼  2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q
p
cos
hþ 2p
3
 
 a
3
x3 ¼  2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q
p
cos
h 2p
3
 
 a
3
Using the previous method to solve Eq. (56) leads to a new deﬁni-
tion of damage variable in terms of AA. Eq. (56) as follows:
/3  3
2
/2 þ 1
2
 1
2
  A
A
 2
¼ 0 ðA17Þ
Therefore, the coefﬁcients of the general cubic equation are as
follows:
a0 ¼ 3
2
b0 ¼ 0 c0 ¼ 1
2
 1
2
  A
A
 2
The ratio of the cross sections in the undamaged conﬁguration ðAÞ
and the damaged conﬁguration (A) is between zero and one
0 < AA < 1
 	
. The value of Q and R are as follows:
Q ¼ 1
4
R ¼ 1
8
 1
4
  A
A
 2
It is obvious that R2 < Q3 therefore, the equation has three real roots
and the desired root is as follows:
h ¼ arccos Rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q3
q
0
B@
1
CA ¼ arccos 1 2 A
A
 2 !
ðA18Þ
/ ¼  2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Q
p
cos
h 2p
3
 
 a
3
¼ 1
2
 cos h 2p
3
ðA19ÞAppendix B. Thermodynamic conjugate force due to damage
In this appendix the details of the formulation to derive an ex-
plicit expression between the modulus of elasticity in the damaged
and undamaged conﬁgurations and thermodynamic force due to
damage are given. It is shown that these expressions can be simpli-
ﬁed to the forms which are used in Eqs. (30) and (66). Like the
notation used throughout the paper, it is assumed that any tensor
or variable in the undamaged conﬁguration will be shown with an
over bar. This derivation is published separately in previous works
with different notations (Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1992; Voyiadjis and
Park, 1996) and it is combined and summarized here with the cur-
rent notation in this appendix. Stress tensor in the undamaged
conﬁguration is as follows:
rij ¼ Eijklekl ðB1Þ
The relation between stress in the damaged and undamaged conﬁg-
urations in a more general way can be written in terms of the
Fourth order damage effect tensor as follows (Voyiadjis and Park,
1996):rij ¼ Mijklrkl ðB2Þ
The elastic strain energy function U(eij,/ij) in the undamaged con-
ﬁguration (damage is zero) is written as follows:
Uðeij;0Þ ¼ 12 Eijkleijekl ðB3Þ
It worth mentioning that Eijkl is constant during damage process
since it represents the stiffness in the undamaged conﬁguration.
Complementary elastic strain energy function V(rij,/ij) based on
Legendre transformation is written as follows:
Vðrij;/ijÞ ¼ rijeij  Uðeij;/ijÞ ðB4Þ
Accordingly, the strain tensor can be deﬁned by taking the partial
derivative of the complementary elastic strain energy function with
respect to stress.
eij ¼
@Vðrij;/ijÞ
@rij
ðB5Þ
Substituting Eq. (B3) into Eq. (B4) results in an expression for
V(rij,/ij) in the undamaged conﬁguration as follows:
Vðrij;0Þ ¼ 12 E
1
ijkl
rij rkl ðB6Þ
The following hypothesis of elastic energy equivalence (Sidoroff,
1981) is used which assumes that the elastic energy V(rij,/ij) in
the damaged conﬁguration is equivalent in form to Vðrij; 0Þ in the
undamaged conﬁguration. Therefore, one obtains:
Vðrij;/ijÞ ¼ Vðrij;0Þ ðB7Þ
where V(rij,/ij) is the complementary elastic energy in the damaged
conﬁguration and is given as follows:
Vðrij;/ijÞ ¼
1
2
E1ijklð/Þrijrkl ðB8Þ
The superscript 1 shows the inverse of the tensor. It can be seen
that from Eq. (B8) in the damaged conﬁguration, the modulus of
elasticity is not constant and is changing when damage growth oc-
curs. Using Eqs. (B2), (B6) and (B8) into Eq. (B7) results in the rela-
tion between the two moduli of elasticity as follows:
Eklmn ¼ M1ijklEijpqMTpqmn ðB9Þ
The generalized thermodynamic force Yij is assumed to be a func-
tion of the elastic strain tensor eij and the damage tensor /ij or it
can be a function of the stress tensor rij and damage tensor /ij:
Yij ¼ Yijðeij;/ijÞ Yij ¼ Yijðrij;/ijÞ ðB10Þ
This force associated with damage can be obtained by using the en-
thalpy of the damaged material (Eq. (B4) or Eq. (B8)) which is given
by:
Yij ¼  @V
@/ij
ðB11Þ
or
Yij ¼  @V
@Mabcd
@Mabcd
@/ij
ðB12Þ
Using Eq. (B9) into Eq. (B8) and substituting the result into Eq. (B12)
results in the following relation for the thermodynamic force due to
damage:
Yij ¼ 12 rcdE
1
abpqMpqklrkl þ rklMpqklE1pqabrcd
 	 @Mabcd
@/ij
This relation reduces to the relation which is used in Eq. (66) for a
scalar damage.
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